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Nine Days of
Adventure
in March 2008
Naturalist-guide Roger Harris designed this trip:
• Wilderness & Wildlife
• Seven Days Aboard Amazon Riverboat
• Daily Jungle Walks or Launch Rides
• Indian Tribes & Villages
• Remote Jungle Cities
• Optional Activities
• Choose From 4 Extensions
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ourney down the world’s largest river to wilderness and wildlife. Imagine, you in the Amazon jungle—off the tourist trodden path. The Amazon: land of beauty and drama, our planet’s
biodiversity hotspot. The mighty Amazon River is the life-blood
of this unique ecosystem.
Towering trees rise above a riot of vegetation. Orchids, ferns, lichens and moss encrust branches in profusion—the world’s most
diverse flora. Lily and acacia scents waft on the breeze.
There is an air of expectation.
Lush jungle growth supports an abundance of animals. Parrots
squawk, monkeys chatter, insects buzz. A tapir grazes peacefully but keeps a wary eye open for the jaguar—a never-ending
battle between life and death. A vulture lazily circles high in the
sky.
This is rainforest. This is wilderness.
On your Jungle Wanders adventure, a seven day riverboat cruise
takes you through pristine jungle. With daily guided walks
and launch rides your itinerary is designed so you get the best
wilderness experience.
Explore untamed jungle to experience nature up close. Naturelovers and photographers will be enthralled. Meet local people
who live in jungle settlements and native villages for insight into
the way of life here.
Roger Harris, author of the leading travel guide to the Amazon
rainforest, leads this trip. He will be available throughout the
trip for your questions. His knowledge of Amazon natural history and people will make your trip personal, memorable and
rewarding!

Your journey
“Buenos dias!” (= greetings) Your adventure is in the Peruvian
Amazon. The river journey is from Iquitos, Peru to Leticia,
Colombia and back, a round-trip distance of 650 miles (map
on p. 3). The Amazon is remote but well worth the effort. You
literally ‘get away from it all’! You depart from the US and fly
via Lima, Peru for Iquitos. This is a city of glories past, built
during the rubber boom of the late 1800’s.
No roads or railways connect Iquitos to the outside world. The
river is the highway of this region.
You are in ‘The Emerald Forest’ on the world’s largest river. The
legend comes alive. Adventure beckons...
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The adventure continues...

U

pon arrival in Iquitos, you depart the airport for the riverfront. At the dock, board the Rio Amazonas, a tourist standard local river boat. It’s your home for the next seven days!
The three-decked vessel has an open lounge area on the top
deck. Your cabins are basic but comfortable and clean with
twin beds and private bathrooms and showers. Food is simple,
healthy and nutritious. Served as a buffet, it is best described
as Amazon “ranch style.” All meals are aboard. The ship has a
small souvenir shop. The ship’s bar is open early until late. :)
Luggage is sorted out, cabins are assigned and after orientation
you have time to take in the scenery as it passes by. Relax on the
sun deck with a drink from the bar.
During the voyage, the ship winds its way among the labyrinth
of islands and sand-bars along the river’s main stream fed by
innumerable streams and tributaries.
You enjoy at least two or three excursions each day, including
visits to Indian villages, exploring forest nature trails and canoe
trips to explore remote tributaries and quiet lakes.
Unwind and relax, admiring the scenery—endless rain forest
in constant competition with the powerful river. Raw nature is
here. Wildlife thrives. River animals include freshwater dolphins, piranha and the rare manatee.

visit native villages en route. You learn something of how tribal
people hunt and fish, farm the jungle, gather wild plants and
practice herbal medicine. Meet a native shaman and sample
native beverages and wild-collected jungle fruits.
Jungle towns you visit such as Caballococha, San Pablo, and Pebas
give insight into the dilemmas of development in the jungle. Here
you will see mixing of native, Latin and Western cultures. Observe
the ways in which the Indian people adapt to the modern world
and how their language and way of life is being preserved.
The Rio Amazonas has a small selection of books to enhance your
trip. Presentations by your guides on board and during excursions provide a special learning experience impossible from a TV
show or lecture.

Safely back home!

A

ll too soon, it is time to bid farewell to this masterpiece
of nature—fragile and still vulnerable. You may leave the
Amazon with more questions than when you arrived! On the
Friday evening celebrate recent adventures. Enjoy a farewell
dinner aboard. Next morning, back in Iquitos, you say “Adios
amigos,” to the Rio Amazonas, her crew and to new friends.
Transfer to Iquitos airport for your non-stop flight to Lima. You
arrive mid-afternoon. (See page 6 for choices of extensions to the
itinerary for this trip.)

Birdwatchers will want to look for birds such as kingfishers,
herons, terns and other birds that favor riverside habitat—orioles, flycatchers, hawks and kites. Perched among vegetation
lining the river’s edge, kingfishers and herons patiently wait
for a meal to swim by.
The tropical waters teem with fish, such as the infamous piranha,
but many species are unknown to science. You will have several
opportunities to spot the pink dolphin. Go on a special excursion
to see the Victoria Water Lily, biggest in the world, with pads up
to six feet across!
Up in the broad crowns of giant trees epiphytes and animals
thrive. The Amazon rain forest is home to half of the world’s
species and mostly in the canopy. At least eighty per cent or more
of canopy insect species are unknown to science!
In the rain forest, a variety of mammals browse the plants or
root in the ground: the pig-like peccary, tapir and large rodents
such as agouti and paca. With ancient instinct, jaguar stalk the
prey. Scavengers—notably the black vulture—squabble over the
remains.
A butterfly threads its way through shaded glades and over hidden
streams. Broad marshes, winding rivers and grassy wetlands are
a haven for water-birds. Many rare bird species are found in rain
forest. You might catch a glimpse of the harpy eagle, the world’s
most powerful raptor. Here is nature at its most vibrant.
This area was first visited by Europeans in 1541 by famous
Spanish conquistador Francisco de Orellana. Today it is much as
he found it: an ocean of green roamed by strange and wondrous
animals.
The people who met de Orellana are changed, though most river
people live much as they have always done. On the voyage you
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Trip itinerary
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March 15th to 23rd, 2008
Day 1: Saturday. March 15th. Fly from your U.S. home town to
Lima, Peru. Upon arrival transfer to nearby hotel.
Day 2: Sunday am: check-in at Lima airport for non-stop flight
to Iquitos. Arrive Iquitos mid-morning and transfer to the Rio
Amazonas. Cabin assignment and lunch and dinner on board.
Overnight on board for six nights
Day 3: Monday. Before breakfast, early bird watching. Later a
visit to the Witoto Indian village. After a welcome dance, barter
for crafts. Then visit the small town of Pebas. Boating expedition
after supper aboard to experience the nighttime sounds of the
rainforest—nature’s symphony! Overnight aboard.
Day 4: Tuesday. After breakfast we take a boat trip along a
small tributary to encounter morning bird life. A short jungle
trail takes you to see the giant Victoria water lily. See birds flying over head, including parrots and toucans. Piranha fishing in
the afternoon!
Day 5: Wednesday. Arrive early morning at “Tres Fronteras”
where three frontiers of Peru, Colombia and Brazil meet at the
Amazon River. Take a short ride across the river to Leticia. In the
morning visit a museum, simple zoo and riverfront market in
Tabatinga, Brazil. Lunch at the Hotel Anaconda in Leticia. Free
time to relax by the hotel pool or shop on the main thoroughfare
of this Amazon outpost. Native masks and other handicrafts are
available. Mid-afternoon we depart upriver.
Day 6: Thursday. Morning wildlife excursion: trip by small
launch up the Ataquari river to a small black water lagoon. In
the afternoon, stop at San Pablo and visit the remote leper hospi-
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tal, where patients sell handmade goods. A special excursion early evening up a tributary. Engines are shut down and the launch
drifts downriver, as you listen to the unforgettable sounds of the
rainforest at night... and maybe spot a caiman’s eyes glowing in
the dark. Supper and overnight aboard ship.
Day 7: Friday. Stop at a customs checkpoint and continue upriver to the Boras village where some of the best native crafts are
made. After a tribal dance you have time to barter for or purchase handicrafts. Late afternoon launch ride to see the sunset
over a beautiful lake.
Day 8: Saturday. After breakfast aboard disembark for Iquitos.
Depart late morning and arrive Lima airport early afternoon.
Overnight in Lima.
Day 9: Sunday. March 23rd. The flight to your home city in the
U.S. will be in the morning or early afternoon.
NOTE: No activity is required or obligated for this trip. You can
enjoy the itinerary at your own pace according to your interest.
Travel to wilderness is not perfectly predictable. Please note that
the daily schedule may be adjusted to meet current weather,
water levels, plant and animal cycles and cultural events. Every
effort will be made to provide the itinerary as described.

Accommodation & Transport
Accommodation is selected for quality, comfort and
atmosphere. Your upper-deck cabin aboard the Rio
Amazonas is clean (and mosquito-proof!) with comfy
twin beds, private bathroom and shower, and A/C.
Your city hotel room is en suite, clean and comfortable, with
A/C, TV and telephone.
Transport: We use the best available transport. The Rio
Amazonas is a robust vessel with years of safe sailing
around the Amazon. Launches and canoes are reliable
and stable. Internal flights with Aerocontinente.
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Prepare for adventure
THINGS TO BRING: a jacket, a hat, sunglasses, sunscreen, flashlight and passport. US citizens do not need
a visa for Peru. Binoculars for wildlife viewing and
star-gazing.
WHAT TO WEAR: light cotton clothing and beach
shoes are ideal for aboard ship and launch excursions.
Bring stout shoes for nature trails (trainers are okay).
Take a rain jacket for wet or windy days and a sweater
for cool nights. On jungle walks, long sleeved shirts and trousers
keep off thorns and insects but can also make you too warm.
FOOD AND DRINK: is best described as Amazon
‘ranch-style.’ It is always served as a buffet. Menus are
varied and suited to Western tastes, but you may try
local dishes or delicacies. A specialty is freshly-caught
dorado, a type of catfish. Peru grows plentiful farm produce and
fruits so all your food is nutritious and tasty. Salad items are
washed with treated water. Purified water, tea and coffee are available 24 hours in the dining room. All meals in Peru are provided.
LANGUAGE: is mainly Spanish but your local guide
is English-speaking. The Indians speak their own tribal
language, which will be demonstrated during your
visit to their village.
CURRENCY: Nuevo sole (Ns3.1 = US$1). There are
banks in Iquitos and Leticia only. Credit cards and travelers checks are accepted in many hotels and shops but
not aboard ship or at Indian villages. It is a good idea
to take US$50-150 in small bills.
HEALTH MATTERS: so bring sunscreen, moisturizer,
chapstick and insect repellent. Avoid drinking tap or
river water and iced beverages sold by street vendors.
Eat only fruit that is peeled and meat only if it is wellcooked and hot from the kitchen. Purified water is available
throughout. It is safe to swim in the river at locations indicated
by your guide. No vaccinations are required but it is advisable
to have a medical checkup before you leave. Some medicines are
unavailable in remote areas where health care is basic. We are
not medical professionals, but we know the area so if you have
health concerns, please call our toll-free number to discuss them.
We have lists of specialist tropical
medicine doctors in your state.
SAFETY, SECURITY & POLITICS: not a problem in the
Amazon, relatively crime-free
and untroubled. Guests can
relax in this safe region, which is relatively stable. Since a change of government in 1990, Peru’s political problems
with extremist groups are largely over
and in any case these groups are not
active in Amazonia. However, poor
people anywhere can be tempted...
Please call our toll-free number if you
have safety concerns.
ELECTRICITY: voltage in
Peru and aboard ship is 220V
and sockets are round 2-pin
so bring an adapter for electrical equipment. Bring spare batteries for
photo equipment and flashlight.
WEATHER: As this area is
only three degrees south of
the equator, temperatures do
not vary widely. Your trip is
timed for the best weather—tempera-

tures average 90°F in March, when the days are sunny yet not
too warm. Rainfall is unpredictable but usually lasts only an
hour or two per day and should have a minimal effect on daily
activities.
MORE INFORMATION: For more information about
preparing for a trip to the Amazon, you will receive a
signed copy of The Amazon: The Bradt Travel Guide, by
Roger Harris and Peter Hutchison. (3rd edition, August
2007, $25.99) It’s also available at good bookstores and online.
Please visit the Travel Shop at junglewanders.com/shop for a
selection of recommended travel products.

“Twenty years from now you will be more
disappointed by the things that you didn’t
do than by the ones you did do. So throw
off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe
harbor. Catch the trade winds in your
sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.”
— Mark Twain

You will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

See rare Amazon birds & animals
Walk among pristine rain forest
Watch butterflies dance
Enjoy tranquil rivers & streams
Discover exquisite flowers
Walk among the tree tops
Be thrilled by the pink dolphins
Gasp at the world’s biggest water lily
Relax on a sedate river cruise
Listen to native music & languages
Wonder at native herbal lore
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Ten days
of adventure

$2250
Single supplement

$745

Sun-deck cabins +$335

Includes:
• Airfare from US to Iquitos*
• All Rooms & Meals
• Seven Day River Cruise
• All Ground Transport
• Drivers & Guides
• All Excursions
• Jungle City Tour
*Miami to Lima only (additional supplement from other U.S.
gateway cities)

Not included: laundry, gratuities, bottled drinks, airport taxes (US$35, US$45 if on extensions). Personal
items not in the itinerary. Meals or rooms outside Peru.

Travel insurance
Our trips have a 100% safety record but for your peace of mind
and that of family staying home, we recommend you are insured
for the trip. In particular trip cancellation insurance will cover
you against unexpected events beyond your control. First check
if your existing homeowners or medical policies cover you for
travel abroad. If so, you do not need to buy insurance. For your
convenience we offer a full travel insurance package (check the
order box on the registration form). Please call toll-free about our
insurance program or if you have any questions about coverage.

Your adventure guides
This trip is escorted from Lima by Roger Harris, lead author of
the top travel guide book to the Amazon rainforest. Roger is a
biologist, naturalist guide and writer.
Roger has led natural history and photography tours to the
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Amazon region since 1992. His exploits include two full-length
voyages along the Amazon River including travels to Peru, Colombia, Brazil and Ecuador.
Roger’s writing includes dozens of science, natural history and
travel articles. In 2000, he created Jungle Photos, a top science
and nature website to share his photos and his love of nature
and wilderness. He has presented to
more than a hundred tour groups,
schools, and museums, and to corporate, cultural and civic organizations.
During this trip Roger’s presentations will give you a broader context
for your experiences: the science and
natural history behind rainforest
conservation, ecology and ethnology. His knowledge and expertise
makes this a truly unique and special trip.
Your local guide aboard MV Rio
Amazonas speaks English and is
The Amazon: The Bradt Travel highly knowledgable about the AmGuide by Roger Harris & Peter azon wildlife and local people. The
guide will help you spot animals
Hutchison (3rd edition 2007).
Travel with the guy who
and unusual plants, and also answer
“wrote the book!”
questions on local customs.
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Extensions
Get best value from your visit to South America and extend your
Rivers of Nature Adventure.
Choose from among the following exciting possibilities include:
• Amazon Canopy Walkway — Experience life among the treetops
• Machu Picchu — Discover the Lost City of the Incas
• Tambopata Candamo Reserve — A Birder’s Paradise
• Manu National Park — The Living Eden
Extension prices include airfares, accommodation, meals, excursions, local guides, etc. (Not included: meals, departure taxes,
tips, bottled drinks, personal items.)

Rainforest Canopy Walkway
Stay in the Amazon to experience the only tropical rainforest
canopy walkway in the Americas at the ACTS (Amazon Conservatory of Tropical Studies) field station and laboratory. The
tree canopy walkway is the best way to get a feel for life in the
canopy. More than 100 feet above the forest floor you come faceto-face with life’s diversity.
The walkway and ACTS facility is reached by a 2 mile hike
through the forest. The walk creates no problems for the moderately fit person.
Accommodation in the lodge adjacent to the walkway is basic
but comfortable. Beds have mosquito nets. Washing and drinking water is available in jugs. Lighting is by paraffin lamp.
Everyone interested in nature will treasure discovering the outstanding birding, insect life and diversity of plants.

3 Days Canopy Walkway Extension US$625

Machu Picchu
Discover the ‘riches’ of the Inca. Highlight is a visit to Machu
Picchu, the ‘Lost City of the Incas.’ Imagine, you in a place once
only a legend among explorers!

Macaws of Tambopata
The nearest place to visit the Amazon from Cuzco is BahuajaNational Park/Tambopata Reserve, which protect parts of the
remote and pristine Madre de Dios region and the world’s highest biodiversity.
This is one of the largest cross-border protected areas in Latin
America at almost four million hectares. Highlights include
the park’s major attraction, the colpa or clay lick. This is one
of nature’s great spectacles. Hundreds of macaws and parrots
gather to nibble on the clay cliffs.
Your trip includes flights from Lima or Cusco (if on Machu Picchu extension) and a visit to Tambopata Research Center. This
simple 13-bedroom lodge is close by the clay lick. Tambopata
Research Center is a resource for scientists and tourists to learn
about Amazonian nature and wildlife. Buildings are traditional
native style surrounded by pristine forest. Groups no larger than
six are guided along trails. Besides the macaw clay lick, numerous macaw nesting sites are also nearby. Wildlife abounds with
primates and larger mammals, and high bird diversity. This trip
is perfect for bird-watchers, nature-lovers and photographers.

4 Days Tambopata Extension US$995 per person

Manu, Park of Eden
Manu is one of the planet’s last great forest wildernesses, featured as a Living Eden in the PBS television series. On this trip,
you experience the real thing. Manú was declared a National
Park in 1973 and a World Biosphere Reserve and World Heritage
Site in 1977. The protected area comprises 1.53 million hectares
of diverse lowland and montane forest habitats around the headwaters of the River Manú. Here is the world’s most diverse flora
and fauna. Also in the park live indigenous groups that were not
contacted until recently.
Wildlife commonly seen by visitors includes giant otter, black
caiman, jaguar and ocelot. You are virtually guaranteed to see
several of the 13 or more primate species. Manú is prized by ornithologists and the bird count has topped one thousand. There
are several small macaw and parrot clay licks in the reserve.

4 Days Manu Extension US$1295 per person

Relive history on this 7 day trip. Sights and sounds of the ancient
Inca seem to come to life. There is enchantment here. Carved
boulders fit together perfectly, so precisely worked not even a
piece of paper will fit in the spaces. The stones stand without
mortar and have resisted earthquakes for centuries.
Highlights of include a tour of Cuzco—ancient Inca capital, nestled in the southern Peru Peruvian Andes. Shop for local handicrafts: silver jewelry and woolen goods. Visit the fortress and
temple at Saqsaywaman, the shrine at K’enqo and the villages of
Tambomachay and Pukapukarea. Explore the stonework paths,
passages, terraces and dwellings of Machu Picchu. Visit the Pillar of Sun and The Inca Bridge. Enjoy a bath at thermal springs.
Wildlife viewing along the Urubamba river at the edge of tropical jungle. Train ride to and from Cuzco. Accommodations at the
Royal Inca Hotel. Guided tour of Lima, including the Museo de
la Nación.

9 Days Inca Riches Extension US$1995

1-888-J-WANDERS
(1-888-592-6337)
www.junglewanders.com
info@junglewanders.com

“Not all who wander are lost”
— J. R. R. Tolkien, The Fellowship of the Ring
All photos and content © Roger Harris & Jungle Photos, 2007
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About Jungle Wanders

You learn about the fragile habitats of the Amazon while actually
in the field. This way you better understand and appreciate the
natural wonders and culture around you.

Mission and Vision

Outreach and education

Jungle Wanders’ mission is to provide travel experiences of exceptional quality and value to tropical wilderness areas.

In concert with our travel program Jungle Wanders offers educational programs to schools, museums, and to cultural and civic
organizations. Presentations, demonstrations and workshops are
provided free of charge to needful organizations.

We aim to minimize environmental impact while providing outstanding adventure.
We inspire and educate our adventurers to encourage them to
benefit local economies and global conservation.
Our purpose is to offer the best value adventure travel to our
specialty destinations. You have time to explore well off the tourist-trodden path. Isolation and lack of attention by large tour
companies make our destinations paradise for nature lovers,
photographers or those who just want to “get away from it all.”
We are a small company providing personalized service. Roger
Harris is founder of Jungle Wanders. He’s a biologist, author,
and experienced leader of natural history and photography trips
to unique tropical destinations. To learn more about Roger, check
out his MySpace page (rjharris1).
To help preserve the Amazon’s unique fauna and flora, and native peoples’ way of life, Jungle Wanders contributes to local
conservation organizations. We donate $50 for each paid-up client to support preservation of these areas. We strive to meet the
standards established by The Ecotourism Society, the Wilderness
Society, the Better Business Bureau and tour operator associations.
Environmental impact
Jungle Wanders trips minimize your carbon footprint and cultural impact, while facilities are comfortable and clean, although
not luxurious. Therefore, travel and accommodations offered
through Jungle Wanders are sensitive to local cultural and conservation needs.
For the same reasons, our policy is “quality not quantity.” Hence,
we offer only two personally-led Amazon trips in 2007. Due to
limited availability, book early to ensure a place on the trip of
your choice.
Today, much of the forest and river you’ll visit is pristine. It
must be kept that way. So we want to keep this part of the world
beautiful and intact for future generations. Hence, to minimize
environmental impact our trip admits only a few clients. A small
group size also helps us give you more personalized service.
Learning experience

Since 2000, our sister company Jungle Photos has provided a
top-notch educational website featuring photographs and information from Jungle Wanders’ destinations. Teachers, students
and vicarious travelers have had hours of valuable learning fun
exploring the website.
Through our outreach and education, we convey the wonder of our
natural world to people who may never have the good fortune to
enjoy these experiences for themselves. By traveling with Jungle
Wanders you are helping to support these outreach efforts.
This trip
This Jungle Wanders’ itinerary is based on Roger Harris’ 15 years
of travels around the Amazon. His familiarity with the region
ensures you get the vacation you pay for. He personally leads
the trip. Roger’s extensive travels and university-level education
in the natural sciences make him well-qualified to provide you
with a unique and special journey.
We set the schedules for a relaxed itinerary. You have the chance
for at least one walking and launch excursion each day, plus several opportunities for activities such as swimming and shopping
at local markets.
There is lots of time for interest in wildlife, villages and scenic
beauty. You’re assured of close contact with nature and indigenous people, while staying safe and comfortable, and environmentally friendly.
Accommodations aboard the riverboat are simple and rustic,
though always comfortable and clean. Your cabins and hotel
rooms have private bathrooms. Your hotel in Lima is international standard.
FAQs
Still have questions or concerns? Please call toll-free if you
would like more information. Thank you for your interest in adventure opportunities with Jungle Wanders. Happy travels!

About the Amazon

The travel programs also include presentations so that you learn
about fragile natural treasures and get a feeling for these special
places. Wander with us to experience the wonder of our natural
world.

It’s a river, a rainforest, a region and a legend. The reality? Vast
tropical forests and endless labyrinths of rivers, lakes and marshes, abundant bird life and an awesome variety of insects—this is
the majesty of the Amazon.

We provide you with high quality pre-trip information (once
your deposit is paid). In this way you will return home having
learned something about what you see and hear! Information includes what to expect and how to get the most out the trip. You
can read up on ecology of the wildlife you will see and inform
yourself on the conservation issues in the Amazon. You are given
advice on ecologically sound practices in the rain forest—our
prime directive is, “Take only photos, leave only footprints.”

For the discerning few, the less well-known jewels of nature are
an irresistible lure... The Amazon is renowned among naturalists.
The areas you visit are of great scientific importance, home to a
myriad unique species of wildlife living in a fragile ecosystem.

Aboard ship and at sites on nature walks, you can discuss, with
both local guides and Roger Harris, local wildlife and conservation issues to enhance your awareness. In addition, Roger gives
several educational presentations during your trip.

A Passion for Adventure, The Power to Discover

It is one of life’s great experiences to explore this place for yourself. Realize your passion for adventure—discover the Amazon.

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I-I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.
— Robert Frost, The Road Not Taken
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More Photos and Stuff From Our Scrapbook

For more photos and information
about this trip, visit our educational
website, junglephotos.com
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Rivers of Nature Amazon Adventure Cruise Reservation
Name(s)__________________________________________________________________________________
Street__________________________________________________ City______________________________
State_______________________________ Zip_______________________________ Phone (_________)______________________________
Occupation_______________________________ Birthdate_______________________________
Passport: Country _____________________ Number______________________(if unavailable send later)
Yes! Please sign me up for the Rivers of Nature Amazon Cruise as checked below.
2008 departure dates: [ ] March 15th
[ ] September 25th
Deposit (please check all that apply):
[ ] Enclosed is $255 deposit per person to reserve a place for the Rivers of Nature Amazon Cruise.
Rooming Status:
[ ] Please find me a roommate (at no extra charge) as I prefer to share. Male/Female. Smoking? Yes___ No___
[ ] I would like single rooms (deposit of $299).
[ ] Please assign my/our cabin(s) on the upper deck sundeck (See p.5 for prices of these options.)
Domestic & International Air (Please note: domestic add-on fares will add up to $500 to the trip price)
[ ] Please provide round-trip air from__________________________(town or city name) to US gateway city (e.g. Miami).
[ ] I/We will make our own arrangements to and from a US gateway city.
[ ] I/We will make our own arrangements to and from Lima (please enquire for discount on full price).
Extensions: Please check below for additional information on extensions.
[ ] Amazon Canopy Walkway [ ] Machu Picchu
[ ] Macaws of Tambopata

[ ] Manu, Park of Eden

How did you learn of this adventure?___________________________________________________
Please note: We aspire to offer the best individual service. To make your vacation as convenient to you as possible, we appreciate
information on your special travel requirements (e.g. meals, physical assistance).
Special travel needs__________________________________________________________________
Please check if you would like to receive:
[ ] Travel insurance package
[ ] Check-list of the birds of the Amazon

[ ] Book list for the Amazon (plus prices and where to buy them)
[ ] Extra brochure to give a friend (discount applies for groups of three or more)

We appreciate referrals. Give the name and address of someone else who would be interested in this trip and deduct $25 off the
above deposit amount. Name and address of someone else who would be interested in this trip:
Name(s)__________________________________________________________________________________
Street__________________________________________________ City______________________________
State_______________________________ Zip_______________________________ Phone (_________)_______________________________
RIVERS OF NATURE AMAZON CRUISE—READ & SIGN TO JOIN US ON THIS ADVENTURE
Your Amazon vacation is designed with safety and efficiency as our first priority. Travel to foreign countries and remote areas involves uncertainties. Hence, Jungle Wanders and its associates are not liable in any way to legal action of any kind from you, your heirs, executors or administrators arising from loss of life or property due to theft, personal injury or death, illness, negligence of suppliers, or changing of itineraries for any
reason. Cruise, transport and accommodation services are provided by independent contractors who are not agents or servants of Jungle Wanders.
Changes in travel plans due to ‘Acts of God’ are not Jungle Wanders’ responsibility. By signing below, you release Jungle Wanders from all liability
and assume all risk. Therefore, it is essential to obtain travel insurance (please enquire if you want details). Balance of payment due 90 days prior to
departure (payable to ‘Jungle Wanders’); late fees of 1% per day of the deposit apply (sorry, this is due to costs incurred to suppliers). Price of trip is
guaranteed after payment of deposit. Cancellation fees: before 90 days prior to departure, 100% refund (minus deposit), thereafter 1.1% of trip price
per day. Additional cancellation fees may apply depending on charges made by suppliers of travel services. In the unlikely event Jungle Wanders
cancels a departure all monies will be refunded except for $125 non-refundable processing fee per person. Upon receipt of deposit a pre-trip information package will be sent. Jungle Wanders strives for quality and excellence and promises that every effort will be made to insure your cruise, accommodation and transport services are exactly as described in the brochure. We have read and understand the above and agree to the conditions.

SIGNATURE(S):_______________________________________ Date_____/_____/____
_______________________________________ Date_____/_____/____

Thank you for choosing Jungle Wanders!
A Passion for Adventure, The Power to Discover
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